Soft tissue sarcomas are exceedingly rare cancers with more than 100 different histiologic subtypes and tremendous morphologic heterogeneity. Next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques have drastically improved our knowledge about these tumours. The possibility to use these techniques routinely changed the diagnostic standards in soft tissue pathology. Within the last few years pathologists were confronted with a growing number of exceedingly rare, partly molecularly defined, tumour entities. The proposed pathologic diagnosis dictates prognosis and treatment. Therefore, specialized soft tissue pathology units with the possibility to include molecular diagnostics into a histopathological report for diagnostic, predictive and prognostic aspects are needed. A second opinion by a soft tissue pathologist, before final treatment decision, should be mandatory to ensure optimal treatment for all patients by a multidisciplinary team in a specialized centre.
Introduction
Soft tissue sarcomas (STS) are rare malignant tumours arising from connective tissues. The estimated incidence for adult and visceral sarcomas (excluding Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumour, GIST) is 4-5/100,000/ year in Europa [1] . STS are a diverse family of malignancies with over 100 histological subtypes (number Univ.-Prof. PD Dr. B. Liegl-Atzwanger ( ) Diagnostic and Research Centre for Molecular Biomedicine, Diagnostic and Research Centre for Pathology, Translational Sarcoma Pathology, Comprehensive Cancer Centre Subunit Sarcoma, Medical University Graz, Graz, Austria bernadette.liegl-atzwanger@medunigraz.at continuously growing). Most frequent sarcoma subtypes like liposarcoma and leiomyosarcoma have an incidence of <1/100,000/year, whereas the majority of sarcoma histiotypes have an incidence of <1/1,000,000/year [2] .
Developments in sarcoma research, mainly driven by new technologies, especially next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, have drastically improved our knowledge about these rare tumours. The possibility of molecular classification of these tumours has changed the diagnostic standards in pathology. Although these new techniques have facilitated a more reproducible sarcoma classification, correctly diagnosing sarcomas still remains challenging.
Within the last few years pathologists were and are confronted with a growing number of exceedingly rare tumour entities. In part these tumours demonstrate characteristic genetic changes and the use of new molecular techniques, especially NGS, are becoming part of the diagnostic workup of soft tissue tumours. Specialized pathology centres are starting to include molecular diagnostics into their histopathological report for diagnostic, predictive and prognostic aspects.
Despite the recent developments in soft tissue pathology, diagnostic challenges remain and need to be expressed. Knowledge about diagnostic limitations in soft tissue pathology is essential for all physicians treating sarcoma patients.
Diagnostic challenges in sarcoma pathology:
The rareness of STS The significant (continuously growing) number of STS as well as the dynamically changing nomenclature of STS The considerable morphological heterogeneity within a soft tissue sarcoma and between different soft tissue sarcomas K The role of pathology in sarcoma short review
The morphologic overlap between benign and malignant soft tissue tumours (STT) The trend of limited biopsy material available for pathologic examination and diagnosis of soft tissue tumours Limitations of diagnosing and grading STS on core needle biopsies
Pathology
The tasks of pathology in sarcoma diagnosis is complex, starting by achieving awareness about the need of rapidly placing tumour samples into 4% buffered formalin and to collect fresh frozen tumour tissue (and blood samples) to allow new molecular pathology assessments even at a later stage of disease when requested. Notation of fixation time, the availability of informed consent for bio-banking of patient's material according to local and international rules will become increasingly important for innovative diagnostics and especially to offer patients the possibility to be part of international sarcoma trials. Therefore strong cooperation within the community of physicians treating sarcoma patients outside and within a sarcoma centre is needed.
Clinical history
Because an exact histologic classification of a soft tissue mass is essential for diagnosis and treatment planning, pathologists need to have an adequate clinical history at the time when tissue is submitted. Knowledge about patient's sex and age, the size and the depth of the tumour mass (in relation to the superficial fascia, i.e., superficial above the fascia, deep in contact with the fascia or intramuscular), the relation-
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Pathologic diagnosis is a step-by-step process starting with good clinical history and adequate tumour material. Gross examination (adequate sampling for histology), histology, immunohistochemistry and molecular pathology are reviewed by a specialized pathologist and included in the pathology report ship to adjacent structures (nerves, vessels, joints), the presence/pattern of calcifications, history of radiation, neurofibromatosis, hypoglycaemia in solitary fibrous tumour, or osteomalacia in phosphaturic mesenchymal tumour, speed of growth and pain pattern are helpful information for pathologists. In addition, providing imaging studies is always of diagnostic help.
To enable adequate histologic diagnosis on biopsy specimens multiple cores (with a 14-16 G needle) from different tumour areas need to be submitted to pathology ( [2, 4] ; Fig. 1 ).
A standard questionnaire/checklist concerning the clinical history, by including all the parameters already mentioned, would highly facilitate the diagnostic process.
Gross description
For pathologists it is extremely useful to examine the resection specimen together with the surgeon. Surgeons can highlight the critical margins and re-build the in vivo configuration of the specimen. If this optimal setting is not possible, the resection specimen must be labelled in a way that topographic orientation and exact evaluation of resection margins is possible. Standard gross description parameters include the following: (1) measuring the specimen in three dimensions, (2) giving the closest distance of each margin from the edge of the tumour in millimeter (mm) or centimeter (cm), (3) the tumour relationship with anatomical structures, (4) the depth (subcutis, fascial, intramuscular) of the tumour, (5) the size of the tumour, and (6) presence of necrosis, as percentage of the total tumour. Individual blocks need to be taken from the margins and generally one block per cm of the maximum diameter of the neoplasm needs to be The role of pathology in sarcoma K short review taken for histologic evaluation [5] [6] [7] . A photo documentation of a representative cross section is always helpful ( Figs. 1 and 3a, b) .
Tumour classification
Pathologic diagnosis should be made according to the recent World Health Organization (WHO) classification "Tumours of Soft Tissue and Bone" (most recent 2013 edition-a new edition will be published soon, 2020) [3] . In addition, the mitotic rate (number of mitoses in the most proliferative area/10 high-power fields), the percentage of necrosis and for primary untreated tumour and grading should be provided. The Fédération Nationale des Centres de Lutte Contre le Cancer (FNCLCC) grading system is most commonly used [8] . Nevertheless there are tumours which are per definition low or high grade and the FNCLCC is not working.
Traditionally STT have been classified based on the line of differentiation-meaning which normal cell type the neoplastic cells closely resemble. Such linage is assigned by the histologic appearance of the tumour as well as patterns of protein expression assessed by using a panel of immunohistochemical stains. Although most soft tissue tumours show a mesenchymal or neuroectodermal differentiation, a subset demonstrate unusual lines of differentiation not generally expected to be found in soft tissue (e.g. epithelial, myoepithelial, melanocytic). For other STT the line of differentiation, despite extensive IHC (immunohistochemistry), cannot be assessed leaving these tumours in the "undifferentiated" sarcoma cat-egory. Finally one must be aware that another subset of sarcomas can be classified based on their genetic fingerprint in combination with H&E morphology and IHC ([7]; Fig. 1 ).
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) plays a central role in the diagnosis of soft tissue tumours and should be routinely used. Traditional and widely available IHC stains are used to identify specific proteins in tumour cells indicating a specific line of differentiation (e.g. desmin and MyoFD5 or myoglobin expression in tumours with skeletal muscle differentiation). However, new molecular techniques enabled detection of novel highly specific markers for identifying several specific types of STT (e.g. MUC4 for low grade fibromyxoid sarcoma or STAT6 for solitary fibrous tumour). Other IHC stains for example panTRK (Fig. 2 left) or PDL1 are used to screen for treatment targets. The availability of a broad spectrum of IHC stains, the careful interpretation of these stains and the awareness of overlapping IHC in different STT is essential in soft tissue pathology ( Figs. 1 and 3c ).
Genetic classification
Soft tissue tumours can be divided into a group of tumours with simple genetic changes (e.g. translocations/fusions in Ewing sarcoma, synovial sarcoma, low grade fibromyxoid sarcoma), or tumours with single-gene mutations (e.g. GIST or desmoid) where genetic fingerprint facilitate a specific tumour diagno-K The role of pathology in sarcoma short review Fig. 3 a Radiologic image of a soft tissue mass (knee) with involvement of tendons. b Gross examination of a multinodular soft tissue tumour. c Histology and immunohistochemistry of a malignant soft tissue mass with expression of "melanocytic" markers. d Next generation sequencing demonstrated a EWSR1-ATF1 fusion confirming the diagnosis of clear cell sarcoma of soft parts sis or guide patient's treatment (e.g. Kit mutations or NTRK1-3-fusions) (Fig. 2 right) . The other group includes tumours with aneuploidy and complex cytogenetic features, where the genetic fingerprint (at the moment) can only be individually used. Especially in the first mentioned group molecular diagnostics enables us to confirm and to guide diagnoses by an "independent" method. Molecular fingerprints will be more and more included to guide tailored treatment for patients with STS. To offer patients these opportunities, tissue needs to be sent to specialized centres for evaluation ([9] , Figs. 1 and 3d ).
Sarcoma centres provide experience and expertise in sarcoma pathology
Expertise in sarcoma pathology is usually available in sarcoma centres providing the following: (1) A team of sarcoma specialists including surgical, orthopaedic, medical oncologists, radiologists, pathologists, oncology nursing as well as rehabilitation services;
(2) Weekly established sarcoma conferences (e.g. tumour board); (c) Treating at least 100 sarcoma patients per year; (d) Availability of CT, MRI and PET scans; (e) Group members should belong to sarcomaoriented medical organizations and publications concerning sarcomas in peer-reviewed journals should be presented by the group.
Several guidelines highlight the need for a second opinion in sarcoma diagnosis, if the diagnosis has been made outside a sarcoma centre [2] . Studies documented that a second opinion led to changes in diagnosis in up to 40% of cases with considerable impact on patients management or for example changes in tumour grading in 25%, or changes in the margin status from "negative" to "positive" in 49% of cases [10, 11] . This means that more than a third of diagnoses made by a general pathologist will be revised when the case is reviewed by a STS pathologist. This is caused by three main reasons:
Pathologist experience is dependent on frequent exposure to soft tissue neoplasms-and these tumours are rare. Laboratory expertise in managing sarcoma specimen-from gross sampling to availability of specific immunohistochemical or molecular assays is essential in sarcoma pathology.
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Cooperation with a multidisciplinary sarcoma team is needed to diagnose and treat sarcoma patients.
The notion that sarcoma patients treated in high-volume centres have a significantly better survival and functional outcomes is demonstrated by a meticulous study of 4205 patients [12] .
Take home message
Soft tissue sarcomas are rare cancers with more than 100 different subgroups and tremendous morphologic heterogeneity. Based on the fact that pathologic diagnosis dictates prognosis and treatment, patients suffering from this orphan disease should receive a second opinion from a soft tissue pathologist before a final treatment decision is made. Patients should be mandatorily treated in specialized centres by a multidisciplinary team in close cooperation with physicians interested in this orphan disease.
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